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ABSTRACT

Modern software-defined radios are large, expensive, and

power-hungry devices and this, we argue, hampers their more

widespread deployment and use, particularly in low-power,

size-constrained application settings like mobile phones and

sensor networks. To rectify this problem, we propose to

put the software-defined radio on a diet by redesigning it

around just two core chips – an integrated RF transceiver

and a Flash-based, mixed-signal FPGA. Modern transceivers

integrate almost all RF front-end functions while emerging

FPGAs integrate nearly all of required signal conditioning

and processing functions. And, unlike conventional FPGAs,

Flash-based FPGAs offer sleep mode power draws measured

in the microamps and startup times measured in the microsec-

onds, both of which are critical for low-power operation. If

our platform architecture vision is realized, it will be pos-

sible to hold a software-defined radio in the palm of one’s

hand, build it for $100, and power it for days using the en-

ergy in a typical mobile phone battery. This will make soft-

ware radios deployable in high densities and broadly acces-

sible for research and education.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traditional software-defined radio (SDR) architectures of-

fer high performance, which has led to an impressive ar-

ray of applications. But modern SDR platforms are also

large, expensive, and power-hungry systems, making them

ill-suited to low-power, high-density, and mobile settings.

Their large size results principally from their modular ar-

chitecture. Separate boards implement the radio front-end

electronics, the field-programmable gate array (FPGA) glue

logic, and the baseband and protocol processing back-ends,

the latter using a high-speed digital signal processor (DSP)

or single- or multi-core general-purpose processor (GPP).

These different boards are interconnected using fast or wide

buses. Their modular architectures and high-performance

analog front-ends and digital back-ends also contribute to

their high cost. And, their high power draws are due to the

lack of power gating on the radios and processors, and the

difficulty of duty cycling RAM-based FPGAs.

For instance, Rice University’s Wireless Open-Access Re-

search Platform (WARP) uses the Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA

and costs $9,750 [2]. The Agile Radio project at Kansas

(KUAR) uses an embedded PC platform augmented with

the same FPGA for its baseband processor [28]. Rutgers’

WINC2R SDR platform uses an embedded CPU and two

high-end Xilinx FPGAs, one for baseband processing and

one for the network layer [27]. Ettus Research’s USRP uses

an Altera FPGA for low-level hardware control and an x86

CPU for baseband signal processing, and costs $700 in its

base configuration (the USRP2 costs $1400) [1]. MSR’s

SORA platform uses a Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA for low-level

hardware control and DMA-transfers between the cores of

a processor, and it uses a PC host, a PCIe FPGA daughter-

board, and a WARP radio board [40]. However, none of

these systems are small, low-cost, or energy-efficient.

These observations raise the question of whether it is pos-

sible to build a small, cheap, and low-power SDR platform.

Berkeley’s Waldo platform, measuring just under 2.5” by

3.5”, and costing approximately $400, provides some evi-

dence that a small and less expensive SDR platform may be

feasible [23]. Waldo, based on a Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA,

and built to support RF time-of-flight (ToF) ranging, is not

quite inexpensive or low-power.
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Figure 1: Power dissipation in SRAM and Flash FPGAs. SRAM-based FPGAs experience much high powerup, config-

uration, and static power than their Flash-based counterparts due to the use of an SRAM-based interconnect matrix.

Both types of FPGAs draw dynamic power in proportion to their activity factors. For low activity factors, SRAM static

(leakage) can dominate the dynamic (active) currents, making SRAM-based FPGAs ill-suited to low-power operation.

Waldo eschews modularity and generality, and it offers

small size and modest cost, through system integration and

application focus. An SDR platform targeted to mobile com-

munications and sensor networks could benefit from a sim-

ilar platform specialization, for example by using highly-

integrated radio front-ends and processing back-ends that

are tailored to needs of short-range, personal area networks.

Modern transceivers, for example, integrate almost all radio

front-end functions, including RF-to-baseband pathways, an

RF RX/TX switch, power amplifiers, oscillator circuitry, dig-

ital frequency synthesizers, and baseband/control interfaces,

into a single chip that draws very low sleep power and can

wake up rapidly when needed. When coupled with mixed-

signal FPGAs that integrate ADC/DAC, FPGA, and CPU

blocks into a single device, most of the elements of a light-

weight SDR can be found in just two chips, leaving mainly

the issue of power.

Mainstream (SRAM-based) FPGAs draw power in four

distinct modes, as Figure 1 shows. In the powerup mode,

the device (look-up tables, interconnect, I/O pads) must be

configured, which requires initial charging of the distributed

capacitances and causes a significant in-rush current to flow.

Proper power sequencing can mitigate this problem, but can-

not eliminate it completely. Then, the FPGA enters a config-

uration mode, which consists of shifting in a several megabits

long configuration bitstream. This stage also has a signifi-

cant current drain and experiences non-trivial delay before

the FPGA is ready for use. Finally, during normal opera-

tion, the SRAM-based FPGAs dissipate power in two dif-

ferent ways, during active operation and through static leak-

age. It is this static leakage that dominates at low activity

factors, and makes SRAM-based FPGA ill-suited to a low-

power software radio platform.

Since static leakage dominates, traditional approaches to

low-power operation become impossible. Frequency scal-

ing, for example, addresses dynamic power so simply low-

ering or suspending the internal clocks cannot achieve truly

low-power operational states on these devices. Voltage scal-

ing, or power gating in the extreme, where the supply is

turned off, is not an effective solution either, and may cre-

ate additional problems as well. First, by turning off power

to the device, the memory contents will be lost. Second, the

in-rush and reconfiguration currents are incurred on every

subsequent powerup following a power down. These startup

costs could easily render any savings from the sleep mode

moot. Finally, latency incurred due to reconfiguration pre-

vents fast or real-time wake-up techniques that are popular in

low-power MAC protocols from being used. Therefore, duty

cycling is limited to long sleep cycles and cases in which the

discarding of the application state can be tolerated.

2. RECIPE FOR A LOW-CALORIE DIET

It is well-known that the radio dominates the system power

budget in many low-power wireless deployments. For exam-

ple, in the Great Duck Island sensor network deployment,

84.4% of the node-level power budget (totaling 1,172 µW),

went to radio operation [38] and in the Wireless Soil Ecology

deployment, 97.8% of the power budget (totaling 994 µW)

supported radio operation [39]. If radio operation could be

made more energy-efficient, deployment lifetimes would be

extended and data collection volumes improved.

Prior work [12], has shown the dependence of radio duty

cycle on several key factors. For asynchronous low-power

MACs, like B-MAC [32], the achievable duty cycle is highly

dependent on the latency of radio startup. For synchronous



low-power MACs, like SCP [42], the duty cycle is heavily

dependent on clock stability. And, for low-power, receiver-

initiated MACs, the achievable duty cycle also depends on

being able to quickly load and unload data from the ra-

dio and efficiently poll neighbors for pending traffic [29,

37]. Unfortunately, modern radios lack the needed hard-

ware support to fully implement and evaluate these ideas.

With proper hardware support, analysis suggests that the ra-

dio power draw could be reduced by one to two orders of

magnitude [14].

Unlike monolithic radio transceivers, in a software radio

platform, the “radio” is actually distributed across multiple,

distinct integrated circuits. Therefore, it is not enough to

simply make the radio front-end low-power. Rather, both

the radio front-end and the processing back-end, typically

implemented by a CPU or FPGA, must be low-power. The

challenge lies in making traditional FPGAs draw less power.

To sidestep the power problems inherent in SRAM-based

FPGAs, we propose to use a new kind of FPGA, based on

Flash memory, that has become available recently. First, by

using Flash-based switches rather than SRAM-based ones,

the aggregate static power draw is greatly reduced (to just a

few microamps). Second, since Flash memory retains its

state when power is removed, there is no need for load-

ing the configuration information, which results in very fast

powerup times (typically just a few microseconds). Third,

no external configuration flash is required, which eliminates

a component and its associated footprint, cost, and power.

These devices are therefore excellent candidates for im-

plementing low-power wireless platforms with efficient duty

cycling while keeping most of the benefits of the FPGA ap-

proach. One programmable logic manufacturer (Actel) has

shifted its whole product line towards low-power applica-

tions targeting mobile, embedded, and control applications.

Their IGLOO device family is built on Flash and consists of

small to midsize devices capable of integrating a soft ARM

Cortex-M1 (implemented using the FPGA fabric) with other

IP cores on a single die. Efficient duty cycling is directly

supported by Actel’s FlashFreeze technology which suspends

all internal clock domains and puts all I/O pins in a high-

impedance state, effectively removing the device from the

circuit board. Since the core remains powered, because of

the negligible static power drain, the current state of the ap-

plication is preserved and the device is capable of waking up

almost instantly. Actel’s most recent offering, called Smart-

Fusion [4], integrates the Flash-based FPGA with a hard

ARM Cortex-M3 processor (implemented using dedicated

silicon), analog signal conditioning, flash memory, SRAM,

and an Ethernet MAC – an ideal platform around which to

build a software radio.

The final element of a low-power software radio must be

measurement. Since much of the research agenda in low-

power systems is focused on achieving low-power opera-

tion, the hardware platform should offer integrated energy

metering. Wireless sensornets, perhaps more than any other
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Figure 2: Proposed hardware architecture for low-power

ad-hoc wireless communication research.

area of systems and networking research, has been driven

by low-power design goals. Yet, with few exceptions, pub-

lications do not report empirical energy consumption results

even though hardware [6, 13, 19], software [11, 24, 43], and

simulators [22, 31, 36] for energy metering and estimation

exist. Of the few testbeds that do offer some metering, two

offer just a single instrumented node [41, 16] and one offers

42 metered nodes out of a total of 102 nodes, but the me-

tered nodes offer relatively low resolution [18, 21]. Given

the range of options, it is surprising that relatively few pub-

lications report empirical results, choosing instead proxies

like “messages sent.” We propose to address this problem

by integrating comprehensive hardware and software sup-

port for energy metering into the platform [13, 15].

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We propose to build a small, low-cost, and low-power

SDR around a 2.4 GHz radio front-end and a flash-based,

mixed-signal FPGA-based back-end, along with a stable time-

base, as shown in Figure 2. Additional components include

a power supply, wakeup controller, oscillators, and optional

high-speed ADC/DAC and expansion ports.

The radio, a Maxim MAX2831, integrates almost all tra-

ditional RF functions, including RF-to-baseband pathways,

an RX/TX switch, power amplifiers, oscillator circuitry, dig-

ital frequency synthesizers, baseband/control interfaces, and

antenna diversity, into a single chip that draws very low sleep

power and can wake up rapidly when needed. When coupled

with a mixed-signal FPGA, a SmartFusion A2F200M3F, that

integrates an analog compute engine (ACE) with 12-bit ADC

and DAC, an FPGA with 200K gates, and an ARM Cortex-

M3 processor with 64K SRAM and 256K Flash, into a single

device, most of the elements of a lightweight software radio

can be found in just two chips that can be connected directly

for low baseband modulation rates – approximately 100K

symbols per second – or augmented with inexpensive, high-

speed ADC/DACs for higher data rates. Table 1 shows that

the cost of the major platform components is $64, leaving

$36 for the power supply and discrete parts.



Desc Mfg Part Size Cost

FPGA Actel A2F200M3F 17 mm x 17 mm $40
Radio Maxim MAX2830 7 mm x 7 mm $4
OSC Maxim DS32kHz 11 mm x 11 mm $4
PCB 4PCB 4 layer 38 mm x 63 mm $5
ADC ADI AD9288 9 mm x 9 mm $6
DAC Maxim MAX5189 6 mm x 10 mm $5

Table 1: Major components of the proposed design.

The radio and FPGA cost less than $50. An exter-

nal ADC/DAC could offer 40 Msps/40 MHz, nearly 67x

faster than the FPGA’s integrated ADC/DAC, for $11.

4. LOW-POWER PROCESSING

The real strength and novelty of the proposed platform

lies in the FPGA fabric and its memory-mapped access by

the hard ARM Cortex-M3 processor, since key elements of

the physical and media access layers of the radio commu-

nication can be implemented as IP cores. Also, the FPGA

fabric can be populated based on the demands of the appli-

cation, and could also include typical microcontroller acces-

sories like timers, counters, serial bus interfaces, and so on.

Finally, high performance signal processing – or other com-

putationally intensive functions – can be accelerated by pro-

viding them as Verilog or VHDL IP cores.

At the machine level, the processor would be able to com-

municate with other peripherals and custom cores via a well-

defined register interface, greatly simplifying the design of

higher-level software interfaces through the use of thin prox-

ies. These can be used to hide the differences between a

software-based implementation and its hardware-based al-

ternative, allowing designers to strike an appropriate balance

between implementing an algorithm by time-multiplexing it

on a CPU or parallelizing it across the FPGA fabric, depend-

ing on power, performance, and latency requirements.

The fine-grained control over the supply nets provides a

straightforward way to save power while the FPGA is turned

on and the clock networks are active. However, truly power

aware applications need to duty cycle the central process-

ing unit also. The Flash technology itself enables very low

standby currents and rapid wake-up, but these benefits can be

exploited only if supported by efficient duty-cycling logic.

One option is to use an external controller or real-time

clock to turn on and off the FPGA. In this case, the FPGA

would configure the external logic about when it should be

woken up before powering down. The external logic might

use additional information as well (e.g. power level, inter-

rupts from other components on the board). The potential

benefits would have to be weighed against the additional cost

and complexity that such controller logic would require.

The second alternative is to use clock scaling and gating

within the FPGA. Using this approach, the FPGA is never

suspended completely; a small dedicated IP core controls

the I/O buffers and clock networks. Hardware support for

this option is lacking today, but on the technology roadmap.

A third option is to extend the RF section and implement a

low-power energy detector capable of waking up the rest of

the board. This approach requires a mechanism for minimiz-

ing the power requirements of the radio-initiated wake-up,

since a minimal part of the RF front-end is needed for energy

detection, relaxed frequency selection, lower receiver gain,

analog comparator(s), and duty cycling. The Actel Smart-

Fusion’s integrated analog compute engine offers a number

analog measurement, thresholding, and filtering functions

that support this option. The new Flash FPGA-based sys-

tems and custom RF front-end provide a range of options

which were not feasible in previous software radio designs.

5. LOW-POWER COMMUNICATIONS

A radio’s listen duty cycle, which is what often dominates

the power budget, is proportional to the time needed to poll

the channel, which itself is dominated by the radio startup

time, which in turn is dependent on the crystal oscillator

startup latency. A typical low-power radio will employ a

16 MHz crystal which will require on the order of 1 ms to

stabilize due to the relatively high Q-factor needed for sta-

ble PLL operation [33]. To reduce the radio startup time, the

stabilization period of the oscillator must be reduced.

We propose to use a digitally-controlled oscillator (DCO)

to drive the crystal close to its resonant frequency on startup.

For maximum effectiveness, the DCO will need to be cali-

brated against the crystal using standard techniques employed

today to calibrate on-chip RC oscillators. One approach is

to let the two oscillators run freely, connect their outputs to a

pair of counters, apply a common reset and gating signal to

the counters, and adjust the DCO frequency up or down de-

pending on whether the DCO runs behind or ahead, respec-

tively, of the primary crystal. Fortunately, the logic to imple-

ment such a fast-start oscillator is available on the FPGA.

For synchronous MAC protocols, holding data volume

and data rate constant, the minimum achievable duty cycle is

linearly dependent on the pairwise clock skew (or rather un-

certainty in clock skew) between two nodes [12]. The sim-

plest way to lower the floor on achievable duty cycle is to

reduce the clock skew, which in turn requires stabilizing the

crystal using a range of simple, complex, or exotic mecha-

nisms [5, 7, 8, 9, 17, 26, 34, 35]. We find, however, that

a commercially-available temperature-compensated crystal

oscillator (TCXO) like the DS32KHz [3] offers sufficient

stability – on the order of ±2 ppm indoors – and draws only

2 µA, offering a lower bound on the duty cycle of just

DC = 2× rskew = 0.0004%.

Many researchers have recently proposed using receiver-

initiated link layers to achieve reliable and low-power com-

munications [12], reduce routing state in the network [29],

support fast and efficient network wakeup [25], enable col-

laborative communications [10], and improve throughput un-

der contention [37].



All of these receiver-initiated protocols require a poll or

probe operation followed by subsequent data transfer [14].

Unfortunately, modern radios are ill-equipped to support ef-

ficient probing and probe filtering. Today these operations

require multiple expensive frame transfers between the ra-

dio and processor, including probe, data, and timing-critical

acknowledgement frames. Without hardware support, to-

day’s receiver-initiated protocols are not competitive with

their transmitter-initiated counterparts. Our analysis sug-

gests that if the critical data paths for low-level MAC op-

erations can be synthesized into the FPGA, primitives sup-

porting receiver-initiated operation can be streamlined, in-

cluding: (i) a packet filtering framework that can filter based

on source, destination, or other (arbitrary) frame fields, or

their simple comparisons and conjunctions; and (ii) zero-

copy forwarding [30], which reduces overhead in multihop

streaming [20], by zero-copy RX/TX FIFO transfers.

6. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

The design, implementation, and use of the proposed plat-

form raises many technical challenges, including architec-

tural ones like integrating the CPU and FPGA subsystems,

hardware ones like designing the radio clock and wakeup cir-

cuits, software ones like how best to use and leverage exist-

ing libraries like GNURadio, and operational ones like how

to deploy and manage a large network of software radios.

In this section, we briefly discuss some of the questions that

this proposal raises, and the challenges that they pose. Fortu-

nately, many of these questions do not need to be addressed

immediately. Rather, the integrated yet flexible architecture

will enable these questions to be explored in the context of a

real working system. In other words, we can let chaos reign

until we understand the design space, and then we can rein

in the chaos to converge on known good design points.

A number of basic architectural questions are raised by

this approach since this design presents a radical departure

from the current state-of-the-art. What is the appropriate

level of detail exposed by the hardware that applications and

protocols require? What is the right interface between a pro-

cessing core and the radio to support the greatest flexibility,

yet ensure software component reuse? How can radio-, time-

and sensor-based wake-up be supported to accommodate a

range of duty cycles and on-demand wakeup? How can the

RF front end wake up as fast as the processing core, and

yet minimize false alarms? How can the platform support

tightly-coupled synchronous operation of multiple nodes for

antenna diversity, time-of-flight, or beamforming research?

Another area rich in research questions is how to inter-

face the CPU and FPGA fabrics in the mixed-signal FPGA.

This interface has often been cited as a problem with tra-

ditional software radios that required high performance, but

where designers are unwilling to pay the programming over-

head of Verilog or VHDL based IP cores, or bear the perfor-

mance cost of slow communication pathways between the

RF, FPGA, and CPU subsystems.

In our mixed-signal architecture, the FPGA logic sits on

the same high-speed bus matrix as the CPU and this bus

offers multi-layer communications (i.e. multiple bus mas-

ters and slaves can communicate concurrently) with up to

16 Gbps aggregate throughput. With this support, it is now

possible to optimistically implement algorithms in traditional

languages like C/C++ and offload only performance-critical

operations to the FPGA fabric with the speed and ease of

memory-mapped I/O via simple register accesses, as needed.

On a more mundane level, networks of standalone soft-

ware radios, deployed as a large scale testbed, will require

monitoring and management support. This operation is com-

plicated by the pair of programmable subsystems within the

mixed-signal FPGA: a hard ARM Cortex-M3 processor and

a traditional FPGA. Fortunately, the SmartFusion devices of-

fer multiple methods of reprogramming the FPGA from the

CPU, providing an important degree of freedom. The mixed-

signal FPGA also includes a 10/100 Ethernet MAC which

allows a back-channel for programming and data collection.

7. CONCLUSION

Software-defined radios are reconfigurable communica-

tion systems that transcend historical boundaries between

hardware and software subsystems, physical and logical lay-

ers, and analog and digital domains. In so doing, they en-

able radical new architectures, novel radio designs, and high-

performance protocols that are not easy to design, imple-

ment, or evaluate using traditionally-layered approaches. Al-

though modern SDR platforms have been used to explore

many facets of the wireless design space, their current archi-

tectures make it very difficult to explore the low-power de-

sign space. Their use of SRAM-based FPGAs result in high

static and dynamic power draws, their slow startup times are

not amenable to rapid duty cycling, their radio front-ends

do not support power controls, and their processing require-

ments place a heavy load on the system. As a result, fertile

application areas like mobile phones and sensor networks

that could benefit from radical approaches, but which require

low-power operation, remain relatively unexplored.

To address this inequity, we propose to create a small,

low-cost, and low-power software-defined radio by leverag-

ing emerging technology like highly-integrated radio front-

ends and mixed-signal FPGA processing back-ends. This

paper argues that a software radio with a footprint of just a

few square inches, that costs less than a $100, and is able

to operate from a small Lithium battery, is imminently fea-

sible. If successful, this work will be amplified by the new

science it will enable. Many of the enabled research areas

are currently either completely out-of-reach or exist only

in severely limited forms in low-power nodes. Hence, it

will be an enabling technology for many high-impact, large

scale applications of low-power, ad-hoc wireless networking

where high performance and/or precise timing are required,

including high-frequency power metering, infrastructureless

audio/video streaming, and structural health monitoring.
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